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ABSTRACT
insect pests), nine biological factors (for example,
dispersal, shade tolerance), and assessment scores
of novel climates, long-distance extrapolations, and
output variability by climate model and emission
scenario. We also used a spatially explicit cellular
model, SHIFT, to calculate colonization potentials
for some species, based on their abundance, historic
dispersal distances, and the fragmented nature of
the landscape. By combining results from the three
efforts, we can create projections of potential climate change impacts over the next 100 years or so.
Here we emphasize some of the lessons we have
learned over 16 years in hopes that they may help
guide future experiments, modeling efforts, and
management.

We present an approach to modeling potential climate-driven changes in habitat for tree and bird
species in the eastern United States. First, we took
an empirical-statistical modeling approach, using
randomForest, with species abundance data from
national inventories combined with soil, climate,
and landscape variables, to build abundance-based
habitat models for 134 tree and 147 bird species.
We produced lists of species for which suitable
habitat tends to increase, decrease, or stay the same
for any region. Independent assessments of trends
of large trees versus seedlings across the eastern
U.S. show that 37 of 40 species in common under
both studies are currently trending as modeled. We
developed a framework, ModFacs, in which we
used the literature to assign default modification
factor scores for species characteristics that cannot
be readily assessed in such models, including 12
disturbance factors (for example, drought, fire,
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There has been large effort in recent years to better
understand and model potential changes in habitats of organisms due to anthropogenic climate
change. As the planet warms and the hydrological
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cycle becomes more vigorous, we will likely
encounter substantial and ongoing ecosystem
changes including changes in forest ecosystem
dynamics (Allen and others 2010). Though much
uncertainty remains in these predictions, convergence of paleoecological evidence (for example,
DeHayes and others 2000) and modeling (Kirilenko
and others 2000) suggests that individual tree
species will eventually undergo independent, and
often radical, changes in distribution (Davis 1981;
Webb and Bartlein 1992). Thus, there is clear
precedent and need for the modeling of individual
species for assessing potential habitat shifts with
climate change. Although it is important to recognize that a thorough evaluation of species interactions is not possible with this approach, we must be
able to first quantify the changes in potential species habitat. Once these potential changes are
adequately quantified, an opportunity arises to assess how species may interact.
Species-based approaches to modeling climatedriven changes in habitat have thus far relied primarily on empirically based statistical models using
equilibrium-climate conditions and either presence/absence or abundance-based data. These
methods fall under the general methodology
nomenclature of species distribution models
(SDMs). A thorough review and guide to such
models is provided by Franklin (2009), and research
has been accomplished to map potential changes in
species habitats across many parts of the globe (for
example, Box and others 1999; Tchebakova and
others 2006; Thuiller and others 2006a, b; McKenney and others 2007; Bu and others 2008; Iverson
and others 2008b; Leng and others 2008; Peterson
and others 2008; Crookston and others 2010). The
limitations of static, empirical models for forecasting
possible species changes (or more specifically, habitats of species) under climate change are well
known and documented (for example, Pearson and
Dawson 2003; Ibanez and others 2006; Pearson and
others 2006; Prasad and others 2006; Dormann
2007; Lo and others 2010; Real and others 2010).
Care to consider these limitations must be exercised
when interpreting and especially incorporating
model outputs into on-the-ground management. It
is also important to emphasize that there is a wide
spectrum of empirically based methods, some of
which are more successful than others, and that
some of the novel methods used in ecology only
since about 2005 are often, but not always, proving
to be superior to former methods in species modeling (Elith and others 2006; Prasad and others 2006;
Lawler and others 2006; Cutler and others 2007;
Franklin 2009).

Though a fully process-driven approach would
be preferable to isolate mechanisms and create
‘what-if’ scenarios, such an approach is presently
impossible when considering the detailed parameterization needed for over 100 species, the complexity involved with at least twelve interacting
disturbance factors, and the necessary high-resolution modeling over very large areas. When
modeling more than a few individual species, it
becomes a massive undertaking, because of the lack
of knowledge on species life histories and physiologies, to parameterize the species-specific data
(Lawler and others 2006). As such, these largeextent, process-based approaches tend to use
functional vegetation types rather than species (for
example, Bachelet and others 2001; Sitch and
others 2003; Gonzalez and others 2010), or have
limitations with respect to areal coverage. Indeed,
mechanistic models come with their own set of
uncertainties, and finally, empirical relationships
drive the mechanistic behavior of the models
(Bachelet and others 2003). One mechanistic
modeling framework showing increasing promise
as spectral and machine capabilities grow (but still
limited in extent due to computational constraints),
is the LANDIS family of models. LANDIS uses
species-vital attributes combined with a succession
of multiple species cohorts, within a modular approach, to model disturbances including climate
change (He and others 1999; Scheller and Mladenoff 2008; Shifley and others 2006). There always
will be trade-offs between using complex, mechanistic models versus simple, empirical models to
assess possible changes in species habitats resulting
from forecasts of environmental change (Thuiller
and others 2008). Regardless, all models are simplifications of reality in an uncertain and changing
world. The goal is for models to be useful (Box and
Draper 1987), and SDMs are proving useful in
understanding current and potential future species
distributions. In response to critics of SDMs, Wiens
and others (2009) stated: ‘‘SDMs can provide a
useful way to incorporate future conditions into
conservation and management practices and decisions, but the uncertainties of model projections
must be balanced with the risks of taking the wrong
actions or the costs of inaction. Doing this will require that the sources and magnitudes of uncertainty are documented, and that conservationists
and resource managers be willing to act despite the
uncertainties. The alternative, of ignoring the future, is not an option.’’
Given the limitations of both empirical and
mechanistic modeling, there have been calls for
new research efforts to ‘go beyond’ strictly empir-
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ical modeling or strictly mechanistic modeling because of the constraints mentioned above. These
include calls for hybrid or other innovative approaches to best address the limitations of each (for
example, Ibanez and others 2006; Botkin and
others 2007; Beale and others 2008; Thuiller and
others 2008; Franklin 2010; Huntley and others
2010). Several groups have been making progress
along these lines. For example, Keane and others
(2008) used a hybrid approach to combine the
spatially explicit, state-and-transition, landscape
fire succession model, LANDSUM, with empirically
derived successional and disturbance pathways
linked to biophysical parameters. Engler and Guisan (2009) and Engler and others (2009) developed
MigClim to simulate dispersal in the context of
climate change in the Swiss mountain flora.
Midgley and others (2010) developed BioMove to
simulate plant species’ geographic range shifts in
response to climate, habitat structure, and disturbance. Anderson and others (2009) used a combination of habitat suitability and metapopulation
models to assess potential changes in two hare
species. Meentemeyer and others (2008) found
that combined habitat niche models and a dispersal
kernel resulted in a considerable increase in
explanatory power for a model of a forest disease
caused by Phytophthora ramorum. And Keith and
others (2008) coupled suitability models with a
population model for two contrasting plant life
histories in South Africa. Each of these approaches
consider dispersal and land use to arrive at
‘potentially colonizable’ habitat, rather than strictly
‘potentially suitable’ habitat.
Since 1994, our group has been using a statistical
approach, and later a hybrid approach, to project
potential habitat changes for the trees and birds of
the eastern United States. For trees, the primary
response was based on the U.S. Forest Service’s
Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA) data (Iverson
and others 1996; Miles and others 2001), whereas
for birds, it was based on the Breeding Bird Survey
data (Sauer and others 2001). (Note: although this
current paper focuses on trees, much of what is
described herein was also used for 147 bird species
of the eastern United States.) We initially used
regression tree analysis at a county resolution for
80 common tree species (Iverson and Prasad 1998;
Iverson and others 1999a; Prasad and Iverson
1999), summarized potential changes in suitable
habitat under several scenarios of climate change
(Iverson and Prasad 2002), and evaluated possible
future patterns of species richness and forest types
with those data (Iverson and Prasad 2001). Concurrently, we began to develop the SHIFT model
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that evaluates migration potential within the newly
forming suitable habitat with climate change, first at
a 3-km resolution, then with finer-scale inputs and
outputs (Iverson and others 1999b, 2004a, b; Schwartz and others 2001). Next we implemented a trimodel approach of regression trees, bagging, and
randomForest methods along with revised data and
at the 20 9 20 km scale of analysis, which allowed
evaluation for an additional 54 species (Prasad and
others 2006; Iverson and others 2008a, b). A culmination of this effort for 134 tree species is contained within our tree (Prasad and others 2007) and
bird (Matthews and others 2007) atlas Web sites.
This long-extended effort has afforded us the
opportunity to make mistakes and then make
amends as best we can.
In this article, we report the lessons we have
learned from modeling species under various scenarios of climate change. It is not intended as a
review of modeling approaches or an endorsement
of our own work. Instead our objective is to present
one thread of scientific inquiry in which we have
tried to overcome challenges and learn from our
mistakes. Though we have conducted this work
only in the temperate forests of the eastern United
States, we believe that many of the lessons will be
applicable elsewhere, and we hope, helpful for
other investigators. In addition, we hope that by
laying out the rationale of this approach we demonstrate that empirical modeling for potential
changes in species habitats, especially when using
the most advanced methods and combined with
other research, is a valuable approach to assess
climate change impacts at all scales.

MATERIALS

AND

METHODS

Our overall, multi-stage approach to the modeling
is shown in Figure 1. First, the acquisition of highquality data is paramount. We recognize that we
are fortunate in that the tree (Forest Inventory
and Analysis, http://www.fia.fs.fed.us/) and bird
(Breeding Bird Survey, BBS; http://www.pwrc.
usgs.gov/BBS/) data for the eastern U.S. are very
comprehensive, and thus highly appropriate for
regional analysis (Lawler and O’Connor 2004). For
example with the FIA data, the 100,000+ plots are
randomly located in an unbiased fashion and each
stem within each of the 0.067-ha plots are identified and measured. Thus, not only are the abundances and basal areas known and statistically
unbiased, but the absences within the plots are
truly known. Importantly, even though absences
are known at the plot scale, there will certainly be a
level of unknown absences (and presences) at the
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of species modeling approach,
all with a focus on assisting with the management of the
species under climate change.

scale of the 20 9 20 km cell, as each plot represents
over 2000 ha of forest land. We recognize that the
plentiful and statistically relevant data available
from FIA and BBS are a luxury that may not be
available in many other regions of the globe.
We then use the DISTRIB model (Figure 1), a
series of robust statistical models, to build estimates
of the potential habitat suitability under various
scenarios of climate change, and assess the reliability of each species model (Iverson and others
2008a, b; Prasad and others 2006). These outputs,
consisting of roughly 20 maps, 11 charts, and 4
tables for each of 134 tree and 147 bird species, are
online (www.nrs.fs.fed.us/atlas). The atlases provide a suite of landscape ecological information for
each species depicting both current and future
conditions, including details on current speciesenvironment relationships, maps of species abundance, life-history information, predictor importance, potential habitat changes according to three
general circulation models and two emission scenarios, and tables of potential changes by ecoregion, state, national park, or national forest (Prasad
and others 2009).
The SHIFT model is then used (Figure 1) in
conjunction with DISTRIB outputs for trees to
model the possible colonization of the new suitable
habitat within 100 years (Iverson and others
1999b, 2004a; Schwartz and others 2001). SHIFT is
a spatially explicit, 1-km cell-based, simulation
model that simulates the dispersal of individual
species propagules as a function of the surrounding cells’ current abundance, habitat quality (for
example, percent forest), and an inverse-power
function of distance (so that long-distance dispersal

also occurs occasionally). The rate of dispersal is
tied to fossil pollen interpretation of historic
migration rates of approximately 50 km/century
through unfragmented forest as uncovered from
paleoecological data of the Holocene (Davis 1981).
The estimate of 50 km/century may be optimistic
in light of recent molecular studies (McLachlan and
others 2005), however, a key outcome of the SHIFT
simulations shows that even at these high end of
the Holocene migration rates, the ‘advancing front’
of the migrating species is likely to be concentrated
near the current boundary and not likely to keep
pace with projected rates of warming and habitat
availability (Iverson and others 2004a). Another
important interpretation of SHIFT is that the
source-strength (species abundance near the range
boundary) has greater weight than the sink
strength (percent forest cover). The intersection of
SHIFT and DISTRIB then shows how much of the
newly suitable habitat may be colonized over a
100-year period (in the absence of human-assisted
migration), which typically is a small fraction of the
available habitat.
Finally, we use modifying factors (ModFacs,
Figure 1), a non-spatial scoring system using life
history traits (nine biological factors and twelve
disturbance factors) and three post-modeling
assessments as an add-on method to increase model
usefulness and practicality for managers and
researchers (Matthews and others, in press).
ModFacs also provides a means to assess each
species for their adaptability to the impacts of climate change (see description below). We summarize, synthesize, and validate as best we can with
information available, and the overall information
is then passed through management filters for local
conditions, and adjusted if necessary. The goal is to
finally arrive at appropriate information and potential tactics to manage species (Figure 1). Our
intention is to provide the best information possible, under the uncertainty of limitations imposed,
for decision makers to consider in the face of climate change.
The outputs of the tree and, to a lesser extent,
bird models have been used for many assessments,
ranging from national to regional. These assessments include the U.S. National Assessment (U.S.
National Assessment Synthesis Team 2000); the
Northeast Assessment (Frumhoff and others 2007);
the Pennsylvania Assessment (Union of Concerned
Scientists 2008); the Chicago Assessment (Hayhoe
and others 2008); and the northern Wisconsin
vulnerability assessment (Swanston and others
2011). With a 20 9 20 km cell size, the results are
intended to provide a relatively coarse, regional
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analysis of possible future trends for use by citizens,
researchers, and decision makers. Though we have
summarized and published results in a number of
outlets (see references), the online tree and bird
atlases (www.nrs.fs.fed.us/atlas; Prasad and others
2007; Matthews and others 2007) remain the best
source for up-to-date information on each species.

LESSONS LEARNED
In this section, we highlight some of the features of
our modeling approach and the development of
tools to make results useful for ecologists and
managers. We hope these ‘lessons learned’ will
prove useful to others involved in similar efforts.

Use machine-learning, data-driven
modeling tools
We found that a statistical-empirical approach with
a combination of decision trees effectively models
the effects of climate, soil, elevation, and landscape
predictors on the abundances of the tree species
and predicts potential changes in the distribution of
potential habitats for future climates (Prasad and
others 2006; Iverson and others 2008b). Because
the relationship between predictor and response
variables is often nonlinear and complex (Austin
2002), they violate most statistical assumptions and
traditional parametric statistical approaches generally capture these patterns poorly. Therefore,
newer machine-learning, data-driven approaches
were used to predict and provide valuable insights
into the important predictors influencing species
distributions. Specifically, we used a ‘tri-model’
approach: randomForest (about 1000 decision trees
with resampled data and randomized subset of
predictors) for prediction, bagging trees (averaging
of 30 decision trees with resampling) for assessing
the stability among individual decision trees, and a
single decision tree to interpret the results if the
stability among trees proved satisfactory (Prasad
and others 2006). Further, we use the randomForest intermediate products to tease apart much
about each variable’s impact within the models. To
our knowledge, this tri-model approach is unique
among researchers to maximize the statistical value
of the analyses.
Ensemble methods, which combine the results of
many different statistical procedures or many different formulations of the output data, have been
shown to improve predictions in some cases (for
example, Araujo and New 2007; Franklin 2009).
Our experience has shown that great caution
is needed when selecting a given modeling
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technique, and the outputs must be evaluated
independently before an ensemble approach is
considered. The use of proven techniques (many of
which are only recently developed) should be used
when ‘fusing’ inputs or outputs for species distribution modeling. For modeling of species with
ample abundance data (like FIA), we have found
that randomForest-bagging decision tree analysis is
best for extrapolating to future climates (Breiman
2001; Prasad and others 2006), whereas for presence-only or relatively rare species, MaxEnt may
be superior (Elith and others 2010). In addition,
generalized boosting methods and adaptive splines
(MARS) may be appropriate for some types of data
and in some situations. These choices appear to be
supported by the thorough review of SDMs by
Franklin (2009). As stated by Austin (2002), model
types and variables must always be selected based
on sound ecological concepts. The above statements should not be construed to mean non-statistical approaches are inappropriate—in fact,
because of future data uncertainties as well as
problems in model parameterization, a plurality of
approaches is recommended.

Use abundance-based information
for model building
If possible, there is advantage in using inventorytype, quantitative data (like FIA or BBS) to model
relative abundances, unlike limited presence/absence (binary) or presence-only information obtained from traditional sources such as herbaria or
county-based records. Because most data used for
SDMs are of the presence only or presence/absence
type, this has been the focus of most SDM research,
especially in Europe (Franklin 2009). Because of
the abundance information in our research, we
could use powerful regression-based approaches
instead of the more common binary/classification
approaches for modeling species distributions. The
key advantage is that we can make analyses and
interpretations based on the core of the species’
ranges, rather than the more uncertain range
boundaries that are equally weighted in presence/
absence data. This distinction is crucial when it
comes to modeling habitat responses to climate
change. When there is considerable variability
around projected changes in climate, a continuous
response variable allows the model to focus on core
areas of a species distribution where there is greater
certainty of species occurrence. Here we present an
example of the value of using abundance-based
models relative to binary models using sugar maple
(Acer saccharum). When modeled as presence/absence
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using the randomForest classification algorithm,
the change in habitat for one climate model is a
90% loss in the extent of the species habitat, but
when run with abundance, the loss is only 36% of
its current habitat range (Figure 2). This large difference can be attributed to higher sensitivity when
including the abundance values, which allows
distinguishing the core from the edge of the species
range.
Another advantageous feature to using abundance-based models is the ability to interpret to
some degree, by species, the possible rate of changes that may occur throughout its range. For
example, the DISTRIB models may suggest that the
species is a large decreaser, in that the relative
abundance in around 2100 may be much less than
it is currently, especially towards its southern range
boundary. The large change in suitable habitat
could indicate a pending population decline due to
rather severe limitations to regeneration and even
the potential for widespread mortality (as described
with drought by Allen and others 2010) to create a
relatively rapid change in composition and the

Figure 2. The large disparity of outcomes for sugar maple when comparing abundance-based models to binary
(presence/absence) models. ‘‘Current’’ indicates the
modeled current abundance or range extent, whereas the
‘‘HadHi’’ maps are based on the HadleyCM3 GCM model
(high CO2 sensitivity) and high emissions (A1fi) scenarios. Abundance score is an importance value based on
basal area and number of stems, Iverson and others
(2008a, b).

ecosystem. In contrast, a small change in projected
relative abundance over time would give an indication of more subtle changes to come.

Use non-climatic variables in
combination with climatic variables
for stronger models
Our experience has shown great advantage in using
relevant non-climatic variables that contribute to
the models, in addition to the climatic ones, when
modeling most tree and bird species. These variables
may represent indirect gradients (for example, soil
taxonomy, elevation) but are more commonly direct
gradients (for example, soil properties; Austin 1980;
Guisan and Zimmermann 2000). For example, the
model for Taxodium distichum (http://www.nrs.fs.
fed.us/atlas/tree/gp_221.html#) is limited by elevation—the highest abundances are in locations of
elevation below 1.65 m. This important relationship
will not change under climate change (unless sea
level rise becomes extreme), and models including
only climate variables would not likely catch this.
Even though the inclusion of many non-climatic
variables may contribute to collinearity and cause
some confusion in the choice of the selected variables, our evaluation showed that the benefits outweigh the drawbacks. For example, we were able to
accurately delineate certain species, like the example
for Taxodium distichum, which is not primarily driven
by climate. In fact, even though there was no dearth
of observations in our dataset, one of the strengths of
randomForest is the ability to handle a large number
of predictor variables for datasets with limited
observations and built-in resistance to overfitting for
most types of data (Cutler and others 2007). We,
however, realize that not all species models are created equal. We therefore used the same suite of climate and non-climate predictors for multiple species
and summarized model performance factors in the
‘tri-model’ approach to evaluate model-reliability
among different species.
In the same manner, we found that coupling the
outputs from tree models with the bird models
provides further evidence to the importance of
non-climate variables in SDMs. As with the models
of tree species, the bird models benefit greatly by
using non-climate variables as potential predictors
(Matthews and others 2011).

Provide an assessment of the reliability
of each model
Some species are more reliably modeled than others. Rarer species with highly restricted ranges and
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low sample sizes (for example, cedar elm, Ulmus
crassifolia; water locust, Gleditsia aquatic) often produce less satisfactory models as compared to more
abundant, larger-ranging species (Schwartz and
others 2006), and this can be a source of great
uncertainty in modeling rare species (and the reason why we do not model the rarest tree species of
the eastern United States). On the other hand,
some widely dispersed but uncommon species (for
example, pawpaw, Asimina triloba; Kentucky coffee
tree, Gymnocladus dioicus) are also difficult to model
because they span such a broad climatic gradient.
Therefore, large differences exist in the reliability of
the predictions among species. The tri-model approach gave us the ability to assess the reliability of
the model predictions for each species, which was
classified as high, medium, or low depending on
the assessment of the stability of the bagged trees
and the R2 in randomForest (see Iverson and others
2008b for details). If the model reliability of a species was high, we could be relatively confident that
a single decision tree can be used to assess the
interaction among variables and to map the
important predictors influencing the distribution
geographically, as shown for sugar maple on our
Web site (http://www.nrs.fs.fed.us/atlas/tree/gp_
318.html). This high rating occurred for 55 of 134
tree and 59 of 147 bird species in our models,
whereas 31 trees and 38 birds had the lowest rating. Even if the model reliability was medium or
low, randomForest predicts better without overfitting due to its inherent strengths compared to a
single decision tree (Cutler and others 2007;
Franklin 2009).

Search out independent data to evaluate
the models
It is important to evaluate and validate the models
as well as possible to enhance credibility and utility.
Most SDMs of current distributions can be validated to some degree using independent data or by
dividing the original dataset into training and
testing data. A thorough review of such methods is
found in Franklin (2009). Evaluation of models
extrapolating into space or time is more difficult
and more development of such methods is needed
(Elith and Graham 2009). In certain instances, data
may be available to add credence to models that
extrapolate into the future. Fortunately, studies
conducted by Woodall and others (2009) do just that
for many of the tree models we have produced. They
used a comparison of the biomass of larger trees
(>2.5 cm diameter breast height [dbh]) relative to
density of seedlings (<2.5 cm dbh) across each
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species’ range of latitude to detect possible future
trends in distribution. For many of the species,
higher regeneration success was evident at the
northern edge of their ranges. Of the 40 species
Woodall and others (2009) tested, all but three
showed trends that agreed with projections of our
models. It is also important to retain historic inventory data so that future assessments of trends can be
evaluated and multiple potential drivers can be
teased apart.

Welcome and compare among multiple
approaches in assessing vulnerabilities,
estimating impacts, and proposing
adaptive management strategies:
there is room for all of us in the
climate change problem
Models can be evaluated by comparing outputs
from other modeling approaches, and then compare, contrast, and analyze the projections toward a
better understanding of the entire system (Botkin
and others 2007). If two or more models arrive at
similar results while using different approaches, the
plausibility of the models is increased. Two classic
cases were the comparison study of 17 biogeochemical models for evaluating net primary productivity (Cramer and others 1999), and the
comparison among 16 SDMs for predicting 226
species distributions across six regions of the globe
(Elith and others 2006).
Outputs from our work are being compared with
outcomes from other groups modeling trees in the
eastern U.S. For example, Mladenoff and Xi are
using LANDIS-II to evaluate potential climate
change consequences for trees in northern Wisconsin; so far, most results are congruent with ours,
with expectations of decreasing northern species
and increasing southern species (Swanston and
others 2011). Similarly, general agreement on future suitable habitat for many, but not all species
has been observed when comparing to outputs
from Hargrove and others (2010), who used multivariate spatio-temporal clustering (MSTC) techniques to generate a series of potential future
habitat maps for 211 tree species in North America;
from McKenney and others (2007), who prepared
climatic envelope models of each of 130 tree species
across North America; and from Neilson and others
(2005), who have generated multiple outputs of
plant functional types with their MAPPSS and
MC-1 models. The comparison among modeling
approaches allows an increase in credibility when
the approaches agree (for example, where species
habitats will move north or upslope), and when
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they depart, a place for further investigation. When
there is disagreement, it may be necessary to acquire more specific information to uncover the
possible mechanisms behind the differences. For
example, the individual-based information and
modeling of Clark and others (2011) might provide
some clues to such mechanisms.

Combine species into potential
community types to provide valuable
summaries of overall tendencies
Ferrier and Guisan (2006) present three alternatives to modeling community types: (a) assemble
first, predict later; (b) predict first, assemble later;
and (c) assemble and predict together. Because the
paleoecological record clearly shows that assemblages do not move together in changing climates
(Ackerly 2003), alternative (a) is less appropriate in
the context of climate change. Alternative (b), used
here, has advantage in that it allows the individualistic nature of species to operate, but also suffers
in that it assumes that the current species interactions will remain constant into the future. Alternative (c) holds promise, not yet fully achieved, to
assess compositional turnover gradients in the
context of climate change through tools like generalized dissimilarity modeling (GDM; Ferrier and
others 2007).
Although the modeling of species at the individual level has been crucial to our approach, we
can capture forest community structure through
the use of assembly rules (Keddy 1992), based on
measures to combine species importance values.
We have prepared maps of 10 forest types that
currently occur in the eastern U.S. (http://
www.nrs.fs.fed.us/atlas/tree/curr_fortypes.html),
and then reassembled these same forest community types based on several scenarios of potential
changes in suitable habitat (http://www.nrs.fs.fed.
us/atlas/tree/ft_summary.html). These outputs
reveal potential loss of the spruce-fir and aspenbirch types and gains in oak-hickory and southern
pine types. Such information would be difficult to
portray with single-species maps.

Distinguish range from suitable habitat
An early mistake we made is that we inadequately
stressed in our writings that the model outputs
were forecasted changes in suitable habitats rather
than actual changes in species occurrence. Obviously for long-lived trees, there will be large time
lags, dispersal and establishment limitations, and
refugia which will dictate the rate of migration into

the new suitable habitat as projected by DISTRIB or
other SDMs. This limitation of SDMs has perhaps
elicited the most criticisms in the literature. By
necessity because of data or computational limitations, many SDM analyses of potential climate
change effects have evaluated the changes by
assuming either complete dispersal or no dispersal
(for example, Thomas and others 2004; Guisan and
Thuiller 2005), when in reality, it will likely fall
somewhere in between. We instead have attempted to elucidate the difference between habitat
and species movements, by developing and using a
cell-based model, SHIFT, to simulate migration of
selected tree species over a 100-year period (Iverson and others 1999b, 2004a, b; Schwartz and
others 2001). The output of SHIFT yields a colonization probability of the species over that period of
time. The intersection of DISTRIB, which maps the
suitability of the habitat, and SHIFT, which maps
the probability of migration over 100 years, yields a
map of feasible locations for new colonization under various scenarios of climate change (Figure 3).
Among five species, less than 15% of the newly
suitable habitat was predicted to be potentially
colonized within 100 years (Iverson and others
2004b). This result is consistent to that found in the
Banksia spp. of Western Australia (Fitzpatrick and
others 2008). This is an area of active research now
by our group and others (for example, Williams
and others 2008; Engler and Guisan 2009; Midgley
and others 2010), as data and computer limitations
are easing.

Consider variations in disturbance,
biology, and model issues on each
modeled species
No model, statistical or otherwise, can yet include
all the life history traits, that is, the biological
characteristics of the species or their responses to
various disturbances that may influence a species’
response to changes in climate. We focus here on
some of these types of uncertainty as related to
nine biological and twelve disturbance modification factors (ModFacs) that influence species’ distribution, as determined from literature surveys
(Figure 4, Matthews and others, in press). The
biological factors attempt to assess the species
capacity to adapt to changing conditions, especially
those expected in the future following current
trends. For example, higher capacities to regenerate
after fire, regenerate vegetatively, or disperse are all
positively associated with adaptability to expected
climate changes. Similarly, the disturbance factors
assess the resilience of the species to twelve
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Figure 3. The
intersection of DISTRIB
with SHIFT provides an
indication of potential
colonization within the
newly suitable habitat
within 100 years.
Because the potential
new suitable habitat
encompasses all the area
of potential colonization,
the two left figures are the
same for this species, but
this is not the case for
many species. The blue
line corresponds to the
range boundary as
identified by Little (1971).

Figure 4. Graphic view of the biological and disturbance modification factors for white ash (Fraxinus americana). Factors
were scored from very high positive influence (+3) to very high negative influence (-3). Each factor is also evaluated for
the potential that managers have to influence it regionally or locally. For this species, the exotic insect, the emerald ash
borer (Agrilus planipennis Fairmaire), is threatening to destroy the genus in North America (Prasad and others 2010), so any
interpretations related to climate change will be obliterated by this modification factor.

disturbance types, or the species’ capacity to withstand these disturbances, as best as we can determine from the literature (for example, Burns and

Honkala 1990a, b). Many of the disturbances we
evaluated are expected to increase with climate
change or other human-influenced stresses and
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some are indeed showing signals of such change in
the recent past (for example, Allen and others 2010;
Breshears and others 2005; Westerling 2006). We
assume that the future will bring more drought-related stress, more fire, more flooding events, more
wind damage, more ice damage (in northern locations), more air pollutants, more disease, insects, and
herbivory, more invasive plants, and more timber
harvests (at least in some locations). For each species, key literature was reviewed to arrive, for each
factor, a score to one of seven classes (-3 to
+3 = very negative to very positive influence) in
dealing with expected climate change and associated
disturbance impacts (Figure 4). We also scored for
future climate relevance and uncertainty within the
knowledge base. With the key literature at hand, we
scored each species with default values for each of
the biological and disturbance modification factors.
These values provide baseline information to which
users are encouraged to modify based on local
knowledge and site conditions, or with revisions
based on updated and more comprehensive literature review. The ModFac values can then be used to
qualitatively modify, up or down, the projections of
the empirically derived DISTRIB model outputs.

Though the ModFacs outputs are not spatially explicit maps, they present the species’ overall capability to adapt to the changing conditions predicted
with climate change (Figure 4), and better account
for the natural processes that influence the final
distribution. ModFacs scores may also provide a
mechanism to prioritize species when considering
management options, for example, which species
should be able tolerate particular changing conditions, and which species need management help?
Thus, for this reason plus the capability to alter scores
based on local knowledge and conditions, the approach encourages decision makers to be actively
involved in managing tree habitats under projected
future climatic conditions.
Though it might be preferable to have this suite
of 21 ModFacs variables be assessed spatially via
mechanistic modeling, and some such models are
moving toward this goal with a few of these variables (He and others 2008), we are still a long way
from adequately modeling all of these variables
interacting on 134 intermingling species across half
a continent. Instead, this ModFacs method allows a
mental and qualitative evaluation of all the factors
simultaneously, resulting also in an evaluation of

Figure 5. ModFacs
averaged and scaled
scores for biological
versus disturbance
factors, for a set of large
decreaser species
(downward facing triangles)
and a set of large
increaser species (upward
facing triangles) for the
northern third of
Wisconsin. The direction
of increasing adaptability
is in the positive direction
on both axes (in the
direction of the gray
arrow).
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the ‘adaptability to climate change’ for each species
(Figure 5).
In addition to the disturbance and biological
factors, three issues related to the modeling outcomes are addressed in ModFacs: (1) How novel are
the climates the species are facing for any particular
area? Somewhat akin to the work by Williams and
others (2007), this effort uses distance between
statistical clusters of seven climate variables to
classify each cell into a climate regime. It shows
that under the hottest models (for example, Hadley
High), much of the southeastern United States will
experience climates not witnessed by the current
vegetation; (2) What difference does it make for the
species’ habitat whether we humans follow the
path of low versus high emissions in this century?
Some species behave similarly regardless of the
decisions humans make on reducing greenhouse
gases but most have stark differences in outcomes
depending on emission scenario, and contrary to
the comments from Real and others (2010) based
on a few species from Spain, we do know enough
to plan for climate change for many species; and (3)
How far would a species have to migrate to reach a
particular location, that is, the necessity of longdistance movements? Some species’ models show
very large shifts in suitable habitat, so that the
chances of that habitat being occupied without
human intervention are very remote. The methods
for these three metrics cannot be elaborated on
here, but the thrust is to quantitatively evaluate
these factors to further assist in interpreting the
DISTRIB model outputs, and to enhance their
usefulness to managers and decision makers.

Consider the scale of influence of
environmental variables on species
habitats
Scale matters (Wiens 1989). It is important to
understand the scale of influence particular environmental variables have on species habitat for
interpretation of the SDM outputs and for applying
the outcomes to management and decision-making. An advantage of the decision tree approach,
amplified via the 1000 trees of randomForest, is the
capability to assess the scale of influence of variables via the tree diagram (Moore and others
1991), in that variables appearing at the top of the
tree have coarse-scale influences (often temperature in our models), whereas those appearing lower
down have finer-scale influences. For example,
balsam fir is related highly to climate variables at
the regional level, although scarlet oak is more
controlled by soil variables at that scale; the reverse
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Figure 6. Importance of environmental variable class
(soil and climate) as regional vs. local or intra-distributional influences on the current distributions for two
species.

is true at the local or intra-distributional level
(Figure 6).

Clearly articulate the weaknesses and
strengths of the approach
It is important to identify weaknesses and strengths
as these must be evaluated when comparing approaches and when applying results to management policies. Important weaknesses to our
modeling approach include:
1. The DISTRIB models are correlative and limited
in scope to modeling the potential current/future suitable habitats—not their actual future
distributions, although SHIFT begins to address
the dispersal limitations.
2. The data-driven methods depend on a decent
sample size (>50 cells), and models for very
rare species are likely to have limited inference
due to lack of data.
3. The methods assume the species are in equilibrium with the environment, so that they are
inappropriate for species known to have rapidly
changing distributions (for example, invasives).
4. There likely are better environmental predictors
that could be used.
5. Not all species have their entire ranges captured
with abundance data (that is, we do not have
abundance data for Canadian species), so that
some artificial boundary limits will be imposed
in the modeling process.
6. The DISTRIB models do not account for many
life history and ecological community-related
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attributes (for example, competition) and disturbance factors that affect species’ abundance,
although we are attempting to account for these
to some extent with ModFacs.
Important strengths of our modeling approach are
listed below, the first nine of which have been
discussed above:
1. We use extremely robust nonparametric statistical tools using the ‘‘tri-model’’ approach
capped by randomForest.
2. FIA and BBS data are extensive, statistically
sound, non-biased, and abundance-based.
Thus, the analysis and prediction are based on
the species’ core of distribution via abundances
rather than ‘fuzzy’ range boundaries.
3. The use of 31 non-climate variables to model
tree species abundance helps capture possible
‘barriers’ or ‘facilitators’ to species’ movement.
4. The reliability of individual species models can
be evaluated.
5. The models have had some validation via
independent studies (Woodall and others
2009) and modeling (Swanston and others
2011) approaches.
6. The models allow production of ranked lists of
species that may be in greatest risk or likely to
have sufficient suitable habitat for future
management, and for combination into forest
type projections.
7. The SHIFT models allow for evaluation of potential colonization within new suitable habitat.
8. The ModFacs allow for consideration of unknown or unknowable factors in model outputs.
9. The scale of influence can be evaluated via the
products of the randomForest analysis.
10. By combining multiple plots within a 20 9
20 km cell, the models reduce local heterogeneity for more regional accuracy.
11. The nonparametric, statistical models use different variables/parameters to describe primary
drivers in different parts of its geographic setting. This is a large advantage over multiple
regression approaches that force variables to
operate the same everywhere.
12. The DISTRIB models are based on statistical
inference and, contrary to most process models, need not be parameterized with a large
suite of variables that are imperfectly known or
cannot be adequately generalized for a species
throughout its range.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MANAGERS
POLICY DECISION MAKERS

AND

We provide the following for researchers, managers, and decision makers to place these results in
perspective as they face the difficult challenges of
managing under climate change.
1. Regarding climate change predictions: plan for
species habitat to change as projected under
high emissions (as this is the trajectory the globe
is presently on; Canadell and others 2007) but
work to encourage lower emissions.
2. It is likely that SDMs produced before the
explosion of machine-learning tools (for example, around 2005) will be inferior to those produced later. Insist on robust predicting tools for
species-level modeling.
3. Pay attention to the reliability of each species
model and even for high reliability models,
there still will be errors and uncertainties! Some
of these uncertainties can be characterized with
the ModFacs.
4. Models involving less common species are more
prone to error. Rare species are especially difficult (Schwartz and others 2006).
5. Range boundaries are ‘fuzzy’, both now and in
future. Core areas of higher abundances are
more indicative of potential species behavior
under climate change.
6. Use species models as guidelines for regional
trends. Because of uncertainties and scale, they
are not usually appropriate for fine-scale management without the regional context.
7. Consider modifying factors (for example, disturbance, biological) not included in the models
as modifiers to model outputs. Use the ModFacs
as a starting place for species-specific analysis
and planning; local-level variations in the species scores are expected.
8. Concentrate on the factors you can do something about (for example, silvicultural options).
9. Encourage multiple modeling efforts—statistical, process-based, and hybrids—so that where
models agree, confidence is strengthened, and
where they disagree, a closer look is warranted.
Abiding by these considerations allows for a careful
exploration of the species-distribution models.
From this, it is possible to learn which species
habitats are present, or could occur, in your region
now. This includes indentifying those that could
incur the most risk (for example, local extinction),
or even become newly suitable for your location

Integration of Species Models Under Climate Change
under climate change. In addition, the models
themselves provide opportunities to learn about
which environmental factors are likely driving
species’ suitable habitat, for example, which species
are most susceptible to changing climatic factors.
Furthermore, with ModFacs, we can identify which
factors are most likely to modify model outputs,
whether they will increase or decrease the changes
projected with the species modeling, and which
factors you might be able to influence via management. Finally, with outputs from a model like
SHIFT, learn where potential colonization could
occur within 100 years. Of course, the pursuit of
understanding the determinants of species distributions and climate change responses will continue
and healthy debate will push the field to new discoveries and insights. We support and have learned
that drawing from the strengths of a multi-pronged
approach to overcome individual model assumptions pushes us towards building a comprehensive
perspective of how species may respond to climate
change.
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